How to get there

From the north:
From the A7 at the motorway junction "Hannover Nord" change to the A352, continue until the exit "Hannover Nord / Langenhagen". Shortly after the motorway crossing turn right again, direction "Godshorn". Turn right onto Langenhagener Straße, drive to the fashion center. Turn right twice (Hessenstraße / Sachsenstraße) and turn left into the Europaallee.

From the east:
from the A2 take the exit "Hannover Nord / Langenhagen", direction airport. Then the exit "Garbsen / Godshorn" direction Godshorn. Take a right onto Langenhagener Straße until the fashion center. Turn right twice (Hessenstraße / Sachsenstraße) and turn left into the Europaallee.

From the south:
change from the A7 to the A2 direction Dortmund, exit "Hannover Nord / Langenhagen", direction airport. After the exit "Garbsen / Godshorn" direction Godshorn. Take a right onto Langenhagener Straße until the fashion center. Turn right twice (Hessenstraße / Sachsenstraße) and turn left into the Europaallee.

From the west:
from the A2 at the motorway junction "Hannover / Nordwest" change to the A352 until the exit "Engelbostel" in the direction of the airport. Turn right onto Langenhagener Straße, direction "Godshorn" to the fashion center. Turn left / right / left (Hessenstraße / Sachsenstraße / Europaallee.